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ABSTRACT

Purpose: The purpose of this study was two-fold: to analyze thermal stress of sauna suits during low-moderate exercise; and to examine the effects of a two-week heat acclimation training with a sauna suit on physiological responses in hypoxic conditions in active males. Methods: 4 physically active males (M=24 ± 2.7 yrs) completed a two-week, heat acclimation period using a sauna suit. Hypoxic testing took place pre- and post- heat acclimation, involving 30 minutes of sitting while being exposed to simulated altitude (~4000 meters). Heart rate (HR), oxygen saturation (SpO₂), blood pressure (BP), and symptoms of Acute Mountain Sickness were all measured. Subjects also completed 2 thermal stress tests, involving jogging for 45 minutes at their Ventilatory Threshold-1 with and without a sauna suit. Core temperature, HR, and SpO₂ were measured during the thermal stress tests. Results: Significant differences (p<0.05) were found for mean arterial pressure comparing pre- to post- hypoxic tests with an average improvement of 9.22 ± 5.18 mm/Hg. No statistical mean differences were found for the other variables measured during the hypoxic tests, even though they all improved post- heat acclimation. Significant differences were found for area under the curve for core temperature comparing thermal stress test trials with an average increase in area under the curve of 42.53 ± 16.16 °F/min. There were no significant main effects for the other variables measured during the thermal stress tests but did show decrements that are expected with heat exposure. Conclusion: The results of this novel study support the use of a sauna suit as a form of heat acclimation to enhance physiological responses at altitude.
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Introduction

Hippocrates once said, “Give me the power to produce fever, and I will cure all disease”\textsuperscript{4}. The use of heat for health purposes has been used for many years with the Chinese and Japanese among the earliest people to use hot springs for therapeutic purposes\textsuperscript{4}. The history of heat is quite extensive and the literature surrounding heat along with its risks and benefits is vast. The understanding and use of heat has evolved over the years with different innovations to acquire the benefits of heat including, saunas, steam rooms, and sauna suits. Studies have shown that when paired with exercise, heat can improve certain metabolic factors like enhanced sweating and skin blood flow response, plasma volume expansion, better cardiovascular stability, a lowered metabolic rate, and acquired thermal tolerance\textsuperscript{30, 31}; as well as others like enhanced oxygen uptake and reduced blood lactate at a given power output\textsuperscript{36,46}, muscle glycogen sparing\textsuperscript{8,46}, and increased ventricular compliance\textsuperscript{20}.

An important part of research in the exercise science field is to find new ways to improve performance or improve ability to perform in imperfect environmental conditions, such as altitude. Populations that may benefit from these new methods of training may include athletes traveling to altitude for their sport, or military personnel being moved to remote locations that may be at higher altitudes. A common, imperfect condition is high altitude because of the stress it puts on the body. The effects of acute altitude exposure are an increase in ventilation, an increase in heart rate (HR), an increase in diuresis contributing to a decrease in plasma volume, and an increase in blood lactate\textsuperscript{4}. However, altitude acclimatization may also elicit certain beneficial adaptations like increased red blood cells, increased capillary volume, increased lung size, which contribute to increased oxygen utilization \textsuperscript{5}. Altitude training has become a popular training method for athletes who want to perform well in both normoxic and hypoxic conditions\textsuperscript{5}. However, altitude training can be expensive, time-consuming, and not always practical/accessible. This has led researchers to look for alternative methods for achieving physiological adaptations that can improve performance. This has included alternative altitude training methods from the traditional chronic exposure of altitude in the live high, train high (LH-TH) model. Some examples of alternative methods are live high, train low (LH-TL), hypoxic sleeping chambers/tents, and elevation training masks. However, most of these are still costly and time-consuming and may not be practical for everyone.

Recently, the literature has pointed to the theory of cross-tolerance as another efficient method of attaining performance adaptations in normoxic and hypoxic conditions \textsuperscript{11,18,22,23,44}. Cross-tolerance is defined as acclimatization to one environmental stressor aiding in the adaptation or increase of protection against another environmental stressor\textsuperscript{44}. Deriving from this theory are cross-acclimatization, which is an adaptation that is caused by a natural environment, and cross-acclimation, which is the adaptation from a simulated environment\textsuperscript{11}. A couple interesting pairings have been researched including cold to hypoxia and heat to hypoxia cross-adaptation, with the more popular pairing being heat to hypoxia cross-adaptation\textsuperscript{44}. Heat acclimation has been shown to elicit some favorable adaptations including enhanced sweating and skin blood flow response, plasma volume expansion, better cardiovascular stability, a lowered metabolic rate, and acquired
thermal tolerance\textsuperscript{31}. These adaptations may be why heat to hypoxia cross-acclimation has the potential to work. Plasma volume expansion could theoretically combat the decrease in plasma volume seen with acute exposure to altitude. In addition, better cardiovascular stability may potentially aid in protection against an increased HR and oxidative stress on the cardiovascular system that occurs with altitude exposure. It is for these reasons that heat to hypoxia may be an optimal pairing due to the ways heat adaptations can combat common problems seen with exposure to altitude or hypoxic conditions.

This idea of cross-acclimation is still novel and not well understood with only a handful of studies on heat to hypoxia cross-acclimation\textsuperscript{11,18,22,23,44}. With so little research regarding heat to hypoxia cross-acclimation more research on the topic would be beneficial to gain greater understanding about the topic and its uses. Additionally, research has only focused on using heat chambers for acclimation to heat and has not examined other methods of heat acclimation (i.e. sauna suits)\textsuperscript{11,18,22,23,44}. Different modalities may be better suited for a certain situation. For example, military personnel may not have access to heat chambers where they are stationed but heat training could still be beneficial for them. Thus, the purpose of this experimental study was two-fold: to analyze thermal stress of sauna suits during low-moderate exercise; and to examine the effects of two weeks of heat acclimation training on physiological responses in hypoxic conditions in recreationally active males.

**METHODS**

**Subjects**

This study included 4 active males who gave written consent to participate. Subject descriptive statistics are included in Table 1. Subjects were acclimatized to the elevation of Gunnison, Colorado (2,348 m), where all testing took place. All subjects were considered low risk according to ACSM guidelines. We excluded subjects who had poor circulation, abnormal blood pressure, those previously acclimated to extreme altitudes or heat, subjects with digestion issues, and elite athletes (performing >10 h/wk of exercise training) from this study. The Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Western State Colorado University reviewed and approved this research project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Mean ±SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (yr)</td>
<td>24 ± 2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>175.8 ± 7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>69.38 ± 12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VO\textsubscript{2} max (mL/kg/min)</td>
<td>60.5 ±4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Experimental Design

This study was a repeated measure, experimental design. Subjects were asked to come into the High-Altitude Performance Lab on the Western State Colorado University campus on 5 separate occasions spanning over a three-week period, with sessions lasting 75 minutes or less. See Figure 1: experimental design flowchart. All subjects received the treatment of exercising in a sauna suit.

On the first session, after obtaining informed consent, subjects were screened using the Western State Colorado University’s Screening Questionnaire for Research Involving Exercise to confirm that all subjects were rated as low risk before any exercise testing. Participants who were not at low risk were informed that they could not participate further in the study. If they were low risk and cleared to be in the study following screening and questionnaires, anthropometric measurements and a VO$_2$max test were included in the first session. The first session took between 45 minutes to one hour to complete. The second session was 24 to 48 hours after the first session and consisted of the hypoxic test. This session lasted for approximately one hour. The third session consisted of the first trial of two physiological thermal stress testing days. During this first physiological thermal stress testing day, subjects performed 45 minutes of moderate intensity exercise (HR corresponding to their ventilatory threshold 1) on a treadmill in thermoneutral conditions. HR, SpO$_2$, core temperature, blood pressure, and water loss were measured during this session. All subjects completed this first physiological thermal stress test without a sauna suit, in typical exercise clothing (i.e. running shorts and exercise shoes). The fourth session was 2 to 4 days following the previous session and was the second trial of the physiological thermal stress test using the same measurements mentioned above in the previous session, this time with the addition of a sauna suit (Kutting Weight, LLC., Los Angeles, CA) over their exercise clothing. They then continued with their typical exercise regimen for two weeks training with a sauna suit. Subjects were asked to keep track of how many days of working out in a sauna suit they completed during the two weeks of training.

The subjects also checked in with research personnel often to make sure workouts were completed and there was adherence to wearing a sauna suit. After the two week acclimation period was complete, subjects were asked to come in for their fifth and final testing session. This last session consisted of the same hypoxic test as the second visit to analyze differences pre to post heat acclimation protocol.
**Figure 1.** Experimental Design Flow Chart.
Procedures

**VO₂max.** Prior to the VO₂max test session, subjects were instructed about what was expected of them to prepare for the session. Instructions included: to come to the test well-hydrated, not participate in any strenuous exercise at least 24 hours prior to the session, and to refrain from drinking an excessive amount of caffeine (any amount exceeding individual’s typical daily amount). Additional instructions were given to subjects when they arrived for the testing session. These additional instructions included: instruction and familiarization of the Rate of Perceived Exertion Scale (RPE; a modified Borg Scale, rating 1 through 10), to use hand signals to notify researchers about the need to stop the test whether it was due to fatigue or possible adverse responses to the test (i.e. chest pain, light headedness, nausea, etc). Before the official start of the test, subjects performed an exercise warm-up period of three minutes at their desired speed with no incline on a treadmill (Trackmaster, Full Vision, INC, Newton, KS). Participants were instructed to put on a mask with a breathing valve to collect expired gases for analyzation. Expired gas was collected and analyzed through a metabolic cart (Parvo Medics, Sandy, UT, USA). Participants were asked to jog at a speed that they know that they could maintain for thirty minutes on a surface with no incline while research personnel increased the incline 1% per minute. At the end of each minute HR, SpO₂, and RPE were measured and recorded. Protocols for these measurements are described below. The test continued until the subject became fatigued and voluntarily stopped or other symptoms prohibited further exercise. After testing, participants went through an exercise cool-down for at least five minutes walking or until HR was near resting values. The main criteria for determining if VO₂max was achieved included: a definite plateau of VO₂. Other criteria that was used to determine the achievement of VO₂max was a respiratory exchange ratio (RER) greater than or equal to 1.1, achieved a HR within a range of ten beats of their predicted HR maximum, an RPE of ten, and a test lasting longer than 8 minutes. Using this list of criteria 100% of the subjects achieved their VO₂max.

**Analyzation of thermal stress.** Subjects came into the lab twice to participate in a thermal stress test. During the first physiological thermal stress test, subjects completed 45 minutes jogging at a HR corresponding to their ventilatory threshold 1 (VT1) on a treadmill without a sauna suit in their typical exercise clothing. They were instructed to come well-hydrated and not participate in any strenuous exercise at least 24 hours prior to the session. In order to quantify the thermal stress on the body a variety of measurements were taken. HR, SpO₂, and rating of thermal sensation (RTS) were taken every 2 minutes throughout the exercise protocol. Core temperature was take as often as possible throughout the test, with attempts of readings every minute. Water loss was also measured pre- and post- exercise protocol. The second thermal stress test session was 2 to 4 days following the first thermal stress test. For this session, subjects wore a sauna suit over their exercise clothing. All subjects were monitored throughout each thermal stress testing session for adverse responses to exercise or heat.

**Hypoxic test.** The hypoxic test consisted of passively sitting for 30 minutes, while being connected to the hypoxic system (GoOxygen hypoxic system, VacuMed, Ventura, CA 93003). This system simulated an altitude of ~4000 m (~13,000ft). Subjects were monitoned throughout the test. HR and SpO₂ were measured every two minutes. Blood pressure
was take pre-test, at minute 10, 20 and 30 during the test. A Lake Louise Questionnaire was given pre- and post- test to check for symptoms of AMS. After the test was completed, subjects were removed from the system. Subjects were checked for adverse symptoms before being cleared to leave the session.

**Heat acclimation protocol.** Subjects were warned about the possible adverse effects of wearing the sauna suits. This included increased HR, increased core temperature, fatigue, dehydration, weight loss, or dizziness and in rare instances heat illness. Subjects were also instructed to drink an adequate amount of water, while exercising in the sauna suit. They were also asked to report adverse effects immediately to research personnel. Subjects were also strictly instructed to maintain their pre-existing exercise training for two weeks. Subjects were asked to wear a sauna suit during as many days throughout the two weeks of exercise training. Subjects were asked to record how many days they completed during the two weeks of training. Research personnel checked with subjects often to make sure workouts were completed and there was adherence to wearing a sauna suit.

**Heart rate and oxygen saturation.** HR was measured using a HR monitor chest strap (Polar Electro, Kempele, FI). SpO₂ was measured using a pulse oximeter (Gurin Products, Tustin, CA, USA).

**Blood pressure.** Blood pressure was taken with a sphygmomenter (Medline Industries, Mundelein, IL) and stethoscope (Littmann stethoscope, 3M, St, Paul, MN, USA). The sphygmomenter was placed on the left arm and lined up with the brachial artery. The stethoscope was placed on the brachial artery right below the sphygmomenter. The sphygmomenter was inflated to 200 mmHg and pressure was released at rate of approximately 4 mmHg per second. Where the pressure was when first Korotkoff sound was heard was recorded as the systolic blood pressure, while the pressure where the last Korotkoff sound was heard was recorded as the diastolic blood pressure. After determining the diastolic blood pressure the remaining pressure in the sphygmomenter was released. This blood pressure was then converted to mean arterial pressure (MAP) for statistical analysis.

**Core temperature.** Core temperature was measured with a small, jellybean sized, temperature sensor pill (HQ Inc., Palmetto, FL), which the subjects ingested two hours before the session, and a core temperature analyzer (HQ Inc., Palmetto, FL). It was the subjects’ preference to use water to swallow or not use water. This pill monitored core temperature for approximately 4-6 hours.

**Water loss.** Water loss was measured with a simple difference in body weight pre to post session. Subjects were asked to keep on running shorts but remove all other clothing for weight measurements. Weight was taken with a scale prior to testing and following cool-down procedure after thermal stress testing after hydration status was taken. The difference in weight was deemed “water loss” weight. Subjects did not intake any fluids during the exercise testing session. Kilograms lost was converted to L·hr⁻¹ for statistical analysis.

**Statistical Analysis**
Data was analyzed using SPSS Version 24.0 (IBM-SPSS, Chicago, IL) and GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA). GraphPad Prism was used to analyze differences for area
under the curve for a couple variables of the thermal stress test and all other statistical analyses were run using SPSS Version 24.0. The difference in performance in the hypoxic exercise tests and thermal stress tests, for all variables, were analyzed using paired samples t-tests. Differences in variables between testing sessions over time were analyzed using two-way repeated measures ANOVA. Level of significance for all tests was set at p < 0.05

Results
The testing protocols and the addition of a sauna suit to current training programs were well tolerated for all four recruited subjects. Overall, there was excellent adherence, with all subjects completing all pre- and post-testing sessions and completing six or more days of training (mean 6.5 days; range, 6-7 days) in the two-week heat training period.

Quantifying Thermal Stress Analysis
Heart rate, oxygen saturation, mean arterial pressure, and water loss. Paired t-tests were conducted to evaluate the impact of performing moderate exercise with the addition of a sauna suit on HR, SpO2, MAP, and water loss. Paired t-tests showed no significant differences (p>0.05) from thermal stress test trial 1 performed without a sauna suit and trial 2 performed with a sauna suit for these variables. Means and mean differences for each variable for each thermal stress test trial are located in Table 3. Mean differences were calculated from subtracting the mean of trial 2 from the mean of trial 1.

Table 3. Variables in Thermal Stress Test, Mean ± SD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variables</th>
<th>Trial 1: NS</th>
<th>Trial 2: SS</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart Rate (bpm)</td>
<td>139.11 ± 14.43</td>
<td>146.27 ± 18.20</td>
<td>-7.16 ± 5.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral Oxygen Saturation (%)</td>
<td>90.35 ± 1.07</td>
<td>89.71 ± 1.79</td>
<td>0.64 ± 1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Arterial Pressure (mm/Hg)</td>
<td>88.44 ± 5.31</td>
<td>88.22 ± 4.10</td>
<td>0.22 ± 2.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Loss (L·hr⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.93 ± 0.11</td>
<td>1.11 ± 0.29</td>
<td>-0.17 ± 0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two-way repeated measures ANOVAs showed statistically significant main effects of time point (p < 0.05) for HR [F(1.57,4.70) = 13.57, p = 0.064, partial η² = 0.82], MAP [F(2,6) = 7.05, p = 0.027, partial η² = 0.70], and water loss [F(1,3) = 112.76, p = 0.002, partial η² = 0.97]. However, no significant main effect of time point was found for SpO2 (p > 0.05). Also, no significant main effects were found between trials (p > 0.05), nor an interaction of trials and time point for HR, SpO2, MAP, and water loss (p > 0.05). However, HR did increase more in the second trial even though no statistical difference was found. Figure 2 shows depiction of the differences in HR between trials.
Core temperature. A paired t-test was performed to examine differences for area under the curve for core temperature throughout the thermal stress test trials. The paired samples t-test showed a significant difference ($p < 0.05$) for area under the curve for core temperature [$t(3) = 5.26$]. The mean increase in area under the curve for core temperature was $42.53 \pm 16.16 ^\circ F/min$ with a 95% confidence interval with a range of 16.8 to 68.25 $^\circ F/min$. A difference for area under the curve between trials is depicted in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Depiction of differences in area under the curve for core temperature. Trial 1 was performed without a sauna suit, while trial 2 was performed with a sauna suit. There was a significant increase (p < 0.05) in area under the curve for trial 2 compared to trial 1.

Cross-Adaptation

Heart rate and oxygen saturation. Paired samples t-tests showed no significant differences (p > 0.05) between pre- and post-hypoxic tests for HR nor SpO₂. Two-way repeated measures ANOVAs showed no significant main effects of pre- and post-hypoxic tests (p > 0.05), and time point (p > 0.05), nor an interaction of pre- and post-hypoxic tests and time point (p > 0.05) for HR and SpO₂.

Mean arterial pressure. A paired samples t-test revealed a significant difference between pre- and post-hypoxic tests (t(3) = 3.56, p < 0.05). The mean improvement in mean arterial pressure from pre- to post-hypoxic test was 9.22 ± 5.18 mm/Hg with a 95% confidence interval with a range of 0.98 to 17.46 mm/Hg. Another set of paired t-tests were performed to examine differences in the three times point measures of MAP from the pre- to post-hypoxic tests. It was revealed that time point 10 and time point 20 were significant between test (p < 0.05, t(3) = 4.39, and p < 0.05, t(3) = 3.41, respectively) with 95% confidence intervals with a range of 2.57 to 16.10 mm/Hg and 0.67 to 19.66 mm/Hg, respectively. However, time point 30 was not significantly different (p > 0.05). A depiction of the differences for test points between tests for MAP is located in Figure 5A two-way repeated measures ANOVA showed significant differences between tests (p<0.05, F=12.70, partial η²=0.81). However, no significant differences were found between time points, nor an interaction between tests and time points (p>0.05).
Figure 4. Depiction of the mean MAP for each hypoxic test. Individual responses indicated by the connecting dots between tests.

Figure 5. A depiction of the change in MAP during pre- and post- hypoxic tests. * signifies a significant difference between the time point pre- to post- hypoxic test.
Lake Louise Questionnaire scores. Figure 6 shows a depiction of Lake Louise Questionnaire scores for the diagnosis of Acute Mountain Sickness. There was no incidence of severe AMS. However, there was a decrease (n=1) in the incidence of mild AMS from pre- to post-hypoxic tests.

Figure 6. A depiction of Lake Louise Questionnaire scores for each hypoxic test trial. Graph A depicts the test scores pre- and post-hypoxic test number 1. Graph B depicts the test scores pre- and post-hypoxic test number 2.
Discussion

The main findings of this study concerning the acute thermal stress of wearing a sauna suit during moderate exercise are 1) there was a significant amount of thermal stress added during moderate-intensity exercise with the addition of a sauna suit, indicated by a significant increase in core temperature, and 2) moderate-intensity exercise with a sauna suit did show added physiological stress indicated by increased HR, MAP, and water loss, as well as a decrease in SpO₂, even though the differences were not significant. The main findings of this study with regard to examining cross-adaptation were 1) training with a sauna suit over a two-week period can significantly improve MAP during acute exposure to simulated altitude, and 2) training with a sauna suit did show improved physiological responses in regards to HR and SPO₂, even though effects were not significant. Heat acclimation has a variety of uses and is well studied; however, the training adaptations to exercise training with a sauna suit on physiological measurements in hypoxic conditions has not been scientifically explored. The results of this novel study support the use of a sauna suit as a form of heat acclimation to enhance physiological responses at altitude indicated by an increase is MAP.

Acute Thermal Stress

Heart rate, oxygen saturation, and mean arterial pressure. The results of the current study follow the general trend that is expected with exercise performed in hot conditions. HR is known to increase significantly amount (~8 bpm) more when exercising in the heat compared to cool temperature, which was what was observed in the current study with a mean increase of 7.16 ± 5.01 bpm, even though there were no statistically significant differences between the thermo-neutral and sauna suit bouts of moderate-intensity exercise. In addition, oxygen uptake is known to be decreased (~18%) during exercise in heat, which follows the same trend seen in the current study with SpO₂ measurements. SpO₂ had a mean decrease of 0.64 ± 1.35% in the present study. MAP has been shown to decrease during bouts of exercise in the heat compared to exercise in thermo-neutral environments, which what was seen in the current study with an average decrease of 0.22 ± 2.96 mm/Hg.

Water loss. With mechanical work, like exercise, heat is created and must be dissipated to maintain homeostasis. However, with a greater increase in body temperature which is seen with exercise in the heat, can cause a greater sweat production and water loss in order for the body to attempt to cool itself; about 1 liter of sweat loss for each hour of exercise in hot conditions. This is in line with the current study where subjects lost more weight through sweat production indicated by a mean difference in body weight loss of 0.17 ± 0.23 L·hr⁻¹ between trials and an overall sweat loss of 1.11 ± 0.23 L·hr⁻¹.

Core temperature. In order for heat adaptations to occur a sufficient amount of thermal stress must be applied to the body. Most protocols require a 10 to 12 day heat acclimation protocol in a heat chamber with at least 40°C temperature, and 25% humidity to achieve optimal heat acclimation. Heat acclimation must occur in order to protect the body from increased body temperature. A study by Périard et al. found that temperature remained significantly higher throughout exercise in a hot condition compared to exercise in a thermoneutral condition, which follows the trend of the present study. In the present study, it was shown that there was a significant amount of thermal stress added by the sauna suit during moderate exercise, which shows that sauna suits may be a practical modality to achieve heat acclimation. A mean difference between area under...
the curve for trial 1 performed without a sauna suit and trial 2 performed with a sauna suit was on average 42.53 ± 16.16 °F/min. A 95% confidence interval with a range of 16.8 to 68.25 °F/min is wide, but does not overlap zero, which shows that there is the likely effect of an increase in core temperature with the addition of a sauna suit to moderate exercise. Also, effect size is another good indicator on how meaningful or impactful the results could be on the true population and helps to answer the question “How well does an intervention work in a range of contexts?”. A partial eta squared of 0.90 shows there is a large effects size and that sauna suits are likely helpful in adding significant thermal stress during a bout of moderate exercise.

**Cross-Adaptation**

**Heart rate and oxygen saturation.** The trends of HR and SpO₂ found, even though not statistically significant, in the current study are in line with other cross-acclimation studies. Heled et al. found that HR decreased by 9 bpm at the onset of blood lactate and SpO₂ was improved by on average 1.5% at a pace of 7 km/h during a maximal graded exercise test at a simulated altitude of 2400 meters after a 10 day heat acclimation protocol. Similarly, Lee et al. found that following a 10-day heat acclimation period that mean HR was decreased by ~9 bpm with improved mean SpO₂ by 2% during exercise two separate exercise bouts at a simulated altitude of 3300 meters. This is consistent with the current study, which found that HR decreased on average 5 bpm and SpO₂ improved on average 2.2%, but neither were statistically significant. The difference in simulated altitude may explain the more significant improvements in HR and SpO₂ during hypoxic exposure. Both studies previously mentioned, performed their hypoxic testing at approximately 2500 meters and 3300 meters, respectively, while the current study performed their hypoxic testing on average at approximately 4000 meters, with subjects being acclimatized to 2350 meters. This could account for the differences in results between studies.

A study by Gibson et al. had similar results in regards to HR and SpO₂ during their resting portion of their hypoxic testing, which is a more comparable to the method used for hypoxic testing in the current study. Gibson et al. found no significant differences between pre- and post- hypoxic tests during a 10 minute rest period for HR and SpO₂, which is in line with the findings of the current study. The methodology of the hypoxic test may also be a contributing factor of the differences in HR and SpO₂ responses between the current study and the literature.

**Mean arterial pressure.** The five known studies concerning heat to hypoxia cross-adaptation did not specifically look into the effect of heat acclimation on blood pressure during a bout of hypoxia. The current study had a novel finding that MAP was significantly improved during the post- hypoxic test following a two-week period of training with a sauna suit. A 95% confidence interval for mean MAP with a range of 0.98 to 17.46 mm/Hg indicate the likely mean changes from pre to post- hypoxic tests in MAP. An effect size of 0.81 for differences between pre- and post- hypoxic tests analyzed with a two-way repeated measures ANOVA shows a large effect size, meaning the results are beneficial. These results show that that two-weeks of heat training seem to be helpful for improving MAP during acute exposure to altitude. An improvement in MAP may be important because in may improve the pressure gradient in the pulmonary circuit allowing for better oxygen diffusion from the lungs. Better oxygen diffusion could consequently improve common physiological responses seen at altitude, ventilation and heart rate and may even decrease symptoms of AMS.
Acute Mountain Sickness. Improvements in other variables during the exposure to hypoxia may have helped to decrease the prevalence of symptoms of AMS. However, with such a small sample size, the improvement ended up only being one person improving the category of AMS from mild AMS to no diagnosis of AMS. However, this is an overall 25% improvement for the present study. If this same percentage can be shown in a larger population, it may hold more value.

Mechanisms
Thermoregulation. When the body is exposed to heat during exercise, thermoregulatory functions become critical for survival and maintenance of physical activity. There are multiple strategies that the human body uses in order to maintain physiological homeostasis when exposed to heat. During physical activity, heat starts to accumulate in the body through mechanical work and energy production. When the amount of heat being produced is at a rate faster than the heat can dissipate, there is a rise in core temperature. This mechanism gives the explanation for a significant increase in area under the curve for core temperature in the second thermal stress test trial performed in a sauna suit. It is also known that heat exposure and heat stress causes a reduction of stroke volume and increased HR in order to attempt to maintain cardiac output, which would explain the trend found in the present study of an increase in HR during the second thermal stress test trial compared to the first. Also, during physical activity the main cooling mechanism is evaporative heat loss, mainly through sweating, which can account for >80% of heat dissipation. This is in line with the trend that was shown in the current study with greater water/sweat loss in the second thermal stress test trial. All of these expected responses present in this study suggest that exercise in a sauna suit elicits enough thermal stress to produce increased thermoregulatory responses.

Hypoxic factor 1 alpha and heat shock proteins. Hypoxic factor 1 alpha (HIF1α) is a protein complex that plays an essential role in the body’s response to low oxygen concentration, or hypoxic conditions. Its pathway can be activated during times of oxidative stress, which could be exercise and heat, through an up-regulation of heat shock proteins. Heat shock proteins are upregulated when the body is put under heat stress. Once activated, HIF1α will move into the nucleus of the cell and form a transcription complex with hypoxic inducible factor 1 beta (HIF1β) and transcribe certain target genes that aid in the protection against oxidative stress. These target genes will be used to make new proteins. A few important target genes of HIF1α are EPO, VEGF, and inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS). VEGF is one of the major regulators of angiogenesis, while EPO stimulates the production of red blood cells. With these adaptations of angiogenesis and increased red blood cell formation, there would likely be an improvement in HR and SpO₂ which is what was seen in the current study, and thus the increased ability to deliver oxygen and nutrients to working tissues. The last important target gene is iNOS, which is responsible for the production of nitric oxide, a potent vasodilator, that can help to improve blood pressure in times of oxidative stress, which was found in the present study. Because HIF1α plays such a huge role in protective adaptations, it could be assumed that activation of HIF1α through heat stress would be beneficial in protecting cells against subsequent bouts of oxidative and heat stress.

Practical Applications
A variety of populations may benefit from these new methods of training to help performance at altitude. These populations may include athletes traveling to altitude for their sport, or military personnel being moved to remote locations that may be at higher altitudes, and also the average
traveler. Altitude training has become a popular training method for athletes who want to perform well in both normoxic and hypoxic conditions. However, altitude training may not always be appropriate and can be expensive, time-consuming, and not always practical/accessible. Heat training may be a great substitute for traditional altitude acclimation depending on the methodology. However, using a heat chamber to elicit heat adaptations presents the same problems of being costly and not always practical/accessible. If heat training with sauna suit can be shown to improve physiological responses to altitude exposure and decrease the prevalence of AMS symptoms, it can help to combat some of the problems seen with other methodologies. Sauna suits are fairly inexpensive, compared to hypoxic training devices or heat and hypoxic chambers. With that fact combined with heat acclimation taking on average 10 days, heat training with a sauna suit would be a great asset to those populations with time and financial constraints or even the average person that may be at risk for experiencing AMS symptoms when travelling.

Limitations and Future Research
Possible limitations in the present study include sample size, heat acclimation protocol, equipment reliability, as well as little being known concerning the individual variability of responsiveness to heat training. We were statistically underpowered with such a small sample size. With a larger sample size, it is possible that a significant trend can be found that can already be shown with the insignificant results found in the present study. Also, our subject pool was not as homogenous mostly due to the fact of being from different exercise backgrounds (i.e. mountain sports, middle-distance running, and long-distance running). Furthermore, our heat acclimation protocol was fairly short with subjects exercising in a sauna suit for about 6 days. This may not have provided the necessary thermal stress needed to elicit all adaptations. Also, with the use of a novel hypoxic machine, there was some variability between hypoxic tests, which may have affected our results. Lastly, it should be said that differences in individual response is a common occurrence in other training studies and should be kept in mind when interpreting the findings. Looking toward the future, research would need to expand the knowledge of sauna suits being used as a practical method for heat training to improve performance both in normoxic and hypoxic conditions. Research could also focus on how sauna suits affect not only core temperature but skin temperature as well. Also, research could focus on a direct comparison of sauna suits or heat chambers for heat acclimation and beneficial performance adaptations. Lastly, establishing a dose-response relationship in regard to sauna suit use and performance benefits and analyze the responsiveness of heat acclimation.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the results of this novel study support the use of a sauna suit as a form of cross-adaptation to enhance physiological responses at altitude. Heat acclimation is well studied, however, the training adaptations to exercise training with a sauna suit on physiological measurements in hypoxic conditions has not been sufficiently explored. Training in sauna suits were shown to help with the improvement of MAP during acute exposure to high altitude and this may have a valuable impact on those travelling to altitude. However, further research is warranted to explore the effectiveness of sauna suits as a tool for cross-adaptation for other physiological responses.
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